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ABOUT THE ARTIST

ABOUT THE EXHIBITION

Portraiture holds a prominent place in Ben Quilty’s practice,

‘Quilty’ is the first major survey exhibition in a decade of

fuelled by his interest in people and the wide range of human

one of Australia’s most acclaimed contemporary artists,

experience. All of his subjects are people who have influenced

Ben Quilty. The exhibition extends from Quilty’s early

his life and work, including family and friends, other artists,

reflections on the initiation rituals performed by young

soldiers he met while serving as an official war artist in

Australian men to his experience as an official war artist in

Afghanistan and historical figures such as Captain James

Afghanistan and his campaign to save the lives of Bali Nine

Cook. He also creates powerful self-portraits in a sustained

pair Andrew Chan and Myuran Sukumaran. The exhibition

inquiry into his own identity and being. Quilty was a finalist in

includes works inspired by Quilty’s visits with author Richard

the prestigious Archibald Prize five times before winning in

Flanagan to Lebanon, Lesbos and Serbia; his revisions of the

2011 with his portrait of Australian artist Margaret Olley.

Australian landscape; and raw, intimate portraits of himself,
his family and his friends.

Quilty uses different approaches, sometimes referring to
photos and sketches of his subjects, other times drawing only

‘My work is about working out how to live

on his memory and imagination. His work often blurs the line

in this world, it’s about compassion and

between figurative and abstract, and we should ‘feel along

empathy but also anger and resistance.

with it as with a thing that is like no other’.3

Through it I hope to push compassion to the
front of national debate.’2 — Ben Quilty

‘A lot of his art world peers are unsettled by
Quilty's radical humanism which has lured
him outside the sedate spaces of the art
gallery . . . Not many of us would willingly
undertake such journeys, which reveal Quilty's
compassion . . . and his determination to use
his skills (and an increasingly high profile) to
make a difference.’1 —John McDonald
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ABOUT THIS RESOURCE

BEFORE YOUR VISIT

This resource explores different styles of PORTRAITURE

•	Research the Archibald Prize. As a class or in small

using works from the ‘Quilty’ exhibition and portraits from

groups, select five of your favourite portraits from

the Gallery’s Australian collection.

among the finalists and discuss what makes each a
good portrait.
•	Collect ten images of faces you find interesting.
Display them in class and explain what it is about them

FIGURATIVE

that interests you.
•	Choose a person who is important to you and describe

Figurative style refers to any
form of art that resembles

them in detail to a classmate. Focus on who they are

something that exists in the

as a person as well as what they look like. Have your

real world. The term is often

classmate create a portrait of this person based on your
description, then swap.

applied to human figures.

AFTER YOUR VISIT

EXPRESSIONISM

•	Invite a family member or friend to sit for you so that you

Expressionism is an artistic

can take their photograph. First, create a portrait based

style that emphasises the

only on your memory of that person during their sitting.

feelings and emotions of the

Then create a second portrait based on the photograph.

artist rather than reality.

Compare the two portraits.
•	Create a portrait inspired by Quilty’s Rorschach

ABSTRACT

technique. Fold a piece of paper in half, open it up,
and paint your portrait on one side, making sure that your

Abstract art does not

image is as close to the fold as possible. Carefully press

attempt to accurately

the blank side of your paper onto the final image and then

represent the real world,

peel back to reveal the ‘inkblot’ version.

but uses a variety of shapes,
colours, forms and lines.

•	Sculpt a self-portrait out of clay or plasticine and then
experiment with distorting the features, such as pulling
the nose, stretching the ears or extending the mouth.
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YEARS 5 AND 6

YEARS 3 AND 4

FOUNDATION
TO YEAR 2

CURRICULUM LINKS
Explore ideas, experiences, observations and imagination
to create visual artworks and design, including considering
ideas in artworks by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
artists (ACAVAM106)
Respond to visual artworks and consider where and why
people make visual artworks, starting with visual artworks
from Australia, including visual artworks of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Peoples (ACAVAR109)
Explore ideas and artworks from different cultures and times,
including artwork by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
artists, to use as inspiration for their own representations
(ACAVAM110)
Identify intended purposes and meanings of artworks using
visual arts terminology to compare artworks, starting with
visual artworks in Australia including visual artworks of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples (ACAVAR113)
Explore ideas and practices used by artists, including
practices of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander artists, to
represent different views, beliefs and opinions (ACAVAM114)
Explain how visual arts conventions communicate meaning
by comparing artworks from different social, cultural and
historical contexts, including Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander artworks (ACAVAR117)

LINKS TO RESOURCES
CURRICULUM
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Ben Quilty, Penguin Random House, Melbourne, 2019.
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Ben Quilty
Australia b.1973
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Private collection, Sydney / Photograph: Mim Stirling
Margaret Olley 2011 / Oil on linen / 170 x 150cm / Private collection
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